TAKE US HIGHER

Do = A, \( \frac{4}{4} \)
16 Beat
\( \downarrow = 130-133 \)

Intro:  A     E/A     D/A     E/A  2x

A     F#m
Hear Your generation
A     F#m     E
Lift Your name across the land
A     F#m
Songs of adoration
A     F#m     E
For the victory in our hands

G#m  C#m
Take us higher than the stars
F#m
Into the sky above. As we live in purpose
A         B
And Your glory is revealed

E       A
All the mountains lift their praise

C\#m

As Your children sing in faith, and light the

B

world and salt the earth, To bring You glory

E

The songs of truth shall then be heard

C\#m

Your generations bless the world

B

As You take us ever higher

D A E

To shine above the earth